1. GENERAL ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

1.1 MCC reserves the right to refuse admission to Lord's.

1.2 All Visitors agree to be searched.

1.3 All Visitors are subject to health, safety and security regulations and may be in force from time to time.

1.4 Admission is subject to a Visitor presenting a valid ticket, MCC Membership Pass, staff pass, contractor pass, proof of age (i.e. passport or other ID card), and may also be subject to security arrangements for a meeting, at the point of entry or at any time on request by MCC.

1.5 All Visitors under the age of 14 years of age must be accompanied by an adult.

2. CODE OF CONDUCT

2.1 Behaviour

(a) MCC is committed to promoting and respecting diversity and equal opportunities and expects all Visitors to share that commitment and comply with the ECB Anti-Discrimination Code; as may be amended from time to time, and to comply with any other applicable discrimination legislation.

(b) Visitors must not engage in any conduct or behaviour which is discriminatory on the grounds of race, disability, sex, sexual orientation, pregnancy, marital status, religion or belief or sex or sexual orientation.

(c) Visitors must not be engaged in or be permitted to engage in any conduct or behaviour which is discriminatory on the grounds of race, disability, sex, sexual orientation, pregnancy, marital status, religion or belief or sex or sexual orientation.

2.2 Visitors

(a) may not, at any time, use any equipment, article or object which is capable of an explosive, igniting, toxic or poisonous effect.

(b) may not, at any time, use any equipment, article or object which is capable of an explosive, igniting, toxic or poisonous effect.

(c) may not, at any time, use any equipment, article or object which is capable of an explosive, igniting, toxic or poisonous effect.

(d) may not, at any time, use any equipment, article or object which is capable of an explosive, igniting, toxic or poisonous effect.

(e) may not, at any time, use any equipment, article or object which is capable of an explosive, igniting, toxic or poisonous effect.

2.3 Visitors

(a) may not, at any time, use any equipment, article or object which is capable of an explosive, igniting, toxic or poisonous effect.

(b) may not, at any time, use any equipment, article or object which is capable of an explosive, igniting, toxic or poisonous effect.

(c) may not, at any time, use any equipment, article or object which is capable of an explosive, igniting, toxic or poisonous effect.

(d) may not, at any time, use any equipment, article or object which is capable of an explosive, igniting, toxic or poisonous effect.

(e) may not, at any time, use any equipment, article or object which is capable of an explosive, igniting, toxic or poisonous effect.

2.4 Promotion

(a) Visitors agree to the following restrictions applying:

(i) No Visitors shall enter or remain within any MCC facilities, area or property unless specifically authorised to do so by MCC.

(ii) No Visitors shall enter or remain within any MCC facilities, area or property unless specifically authorised to do so by MCC.

(iii) No Visitors shall enter or remain within any MCC facilities, area or property unless specifically authorised to do so by MCC.

(iv) No Visitors shall enter or remain within any MCC facilities, area or property unless specifically authorised to do so by MCC.

(v) No Visitors shall enter or remain within any MCC facilities, area or property unless specifically authorised to do so by MCC.

2.5 Visitors

(a) Visitors agree to the following restrictions applying:

(i) No Visitors shall enter or remain within any MCC facilities, area or property unless specifically authorised to do so by MCC.

(ii) No Visitors shall enter or remain within any MCC facilities, area or property unless specifically authorised to do so by MCC.

(iii) No Visitors shall enter or remain within any MCC facilities, area or property unless specifically authorised to do so by MCC.

(iv) No Visitors shall enter or remain within any MCC facilities, area or property unless specifically authorised to do so by MCC.

(v) No Visitors shall enter or remain within any MCC facilities, area or property unless specifically authorised to do so by MCC.

3. PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED ITEMS

3.1 Animals

(a) Any animal (other than a guide dog or police dog or other with the prior written authorisation of MCC’s Chief Executive & Secretary).

(b) Any animal (other than a guide dog or police dog or other with the prior written authorisation of MCC’s Chief Executive & Secretary).

(c) Any animal (other than a guide dog or police dog or other with the prior written authorisation of MCC’s Chief Executive & Secretary).

(d) Any animal (other than a guide dog or police dog or other with the prior written authorisation of MCC’s Chief Executive & Secretary).

(e) Any animal (other than a guide dog or police dog or other with the prior written authorisation of MCC’s Chief Executive & Secretary).

3.2 Firearms

(a) Any firearm or article which is or is capable of being converted into a firearm.

(b) Any firearm or article which is or is capable of being converted into a firearm.

(c) Any firearm or article which is or is capable of being converted into a firearm.

(d) Any firearm or article which is or is capable of being converted into a firearm.

(e) Any firearm or article which is or is capable of being converted into a firearm.

3.3 Drones

(a) Remote Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) or equipment to control or operate such as RPAS.

(b) Remote Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) or equipment to control or operate such as RPAS.

(c) Remote Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) or equipment to control or operate such as RPAS.

(d) Remote Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) or equipment to control or operate such as RPAS.

(e) Remote Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) or equipment to control or operate such as RPAS.

3.4 Laser lights or laser pointers.

3.5 Bottles of spirits or fortified wines will not be allowed into Lord’s. Amounts of alcohol in excess of these quantities will be confiscated.

3.6 Visitors will not be allowed to enter Lord’s or to bring into Lord’s any equipment, article, object or thing which is capable of an explosive, igniting, toxic or poisonous effect.

3.7 Visitors shall not be allowed to enter Lord’s or to bring into Lord’s any equipment, article, object or thing which is capable of an explosive, igniting, toxic or poisonous effect.

3.8 Visitors shall not be allowed to enter Lord’s or to bring into Lord’s any equipment, article, object or thing which is capable of an explosive, igniting, toxic or poisonous effect.

3.9 Visitors shall not be allowed to enter Lord’s or to bring into Lord’s any equipment, article, object or thing which is capable of an explosive, igniting, toxic or poisonous effect.

3.10 Visitors shall not be allowed to enter Lord’s or to bring into Lord’s any equipment, article, object or thing which is capable of an explosive, igniting, toxic or poisonous effect.

3.11 Visitors shall not be allowed to enter Lord’s or to bring into Lord’s any equipment, article, object or thing which is capable of an explosive, igniting, toxic or poisonous effect.

3.12 Vehicles

(a) Any vehicle is capable of an explosive, igniting, toxic or poisonous effect.

(b) Any vehicle is capable of an explosive, igniting, toxic or poisonous effect.

(c) Any vehicle is capable of an explosive, igniting, toxic or poisonous effect.

(d) Any vehicle is capable of an explosive, igniting, toxic or poisonous effect.

(e) Any vehicle is capable of an explosive, igniting, toxic or poisonous effect.

3.13 Segways, rollerblades, skateboards or scooters (excluding wheelchairs and mobility scooters).

3.14 Cricket Bat and Cricket Ball

(a) MCC reserves the right to refuse admission to any Visitor who is in possession of a cricket bat which does not comply with MCC’s Cricket Bat Regulations.

(b) No Visitor shall be allowed to bring, carry or use a cricket bat which is not approved by MCC.

3.15 Mobile Devices

(a) Mobile Devices may be allowed to ring within this Area, at all times.

(b) Visitors are prohibited from using Mobile Devices in the Pavilion and the Warner StandBars and Restaurant.

(c) Visitors are prohibited from using Mobile Devices in the Pavilion and the Warner StandBars and Restaurant.

(d) Visitors are prohibited from using Mobile Devices in the Pavilion and the Warner StandBars and Restaurant.

(e) Visitors are prohibited from using Mobile Devices in the Pavilion and the Warner StandBars and Restaurant.

4. DATA PROTECTION

4.1 Visitors who contravene any of the Regulations at a cricket match at Lord’s may be prohibited from entering any MCC facilities, area or property.

4.2 MCC reserves the right to refuse entry to any Visitor, or to remove any Visitor who is, in the opinion of MCC’s Chief Executive & Secretary, causing a disturbance or behaving in an offensive, intimidating or threatening manner.

4.3 Any Visitor who is removed from any MCC facilities, area or property will not be re-admitted to any MCC facilities, area or property until such time as determined by MCC.

4.4 Visitors who contravene any of the Regulations at a cricket match at Lord’s may be prohibited from entering any MCC facilities, area or property.

4.5 Visitors who contravene any of the Regulations at a cricket match at Lord’s may be prohibited from entering any MCC facilities, area or property.

4.6 Visitors who contravene any of the Regulations at a cricket match at Lord’s may be prohibited from entering any MCC facilities, area or property.